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Will This President
“Trump” The Others?
President elect Donald Trump set to be
sworn in on January 20th.

3rd president, Thomas Jefferson, was inaugurated on the original
March 4th date. That date later changed to January 20th thanks
to the 20th amendment.
Every four years since (no matter if it’s the president's
second term) the president takes an oath from the Chief Justice to
be admitted into office, with the ceremony starting at noon.

Even though the inauguration will hold lots of controversy,
that’s not putting a damper on the plans. According to The
By: Connor Nelson/ Staff Writer
Washington Post, D.C. is in the midst of preparation for the quickly
On January 20th, 2017, A renewal of an age old tradition
approaching day in late January.
will take place in the nation’s capital of Washington D.C.. The
“We are hard at work producing the most engaging and
45th president of the United States will be welcomed into office
innovative inauguration yet, and our growing digital presence will
later this month and many people are awaiting to see how the
provide every American with a front row seat to this exciting and
powerful business man turned politician will perform in office.
unifying day,” said Boris Epshteyn, who is the Presidential
The very unexpected win from Donald Trump to win the
Inaugural Committee director of communications.
presidency shocked the whole nation,
After the initial ceremony, a parade will
some would even argue the world,
commence down Pennsylvania Avenue as the
because of the many unfavorable
new president will be brought from the
presidential traits and the many
Capital to the White House where he will
controversies surrounding Trump.
spend at least the next four years in office.
From his rather racist and sexist
Later that night a ball will be held; the
comments to his slang and unorthodox
tradition started in 1813 will the arrival of the
debate style, it is easy to assume that
second inauguration of president James
many are nervously awaiting the
Madison. It is both a white tie and black tie
arrival of the new president and what
event that can only be attended thanks to a
is to come for the nation.
lucky invitation.
The first presidential
To get a better understanding of the
inauguration in Washington D.C.
emotions pacing through awaiting citizens of
45th President, Donald Trump. Photo by Slate.com
took place in the year 1801 when the
continued on next page
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the United States, I talked to many
classmates about how they felt about
the Trump administration becoming
so close to officially taking office.
“I think it’s gonna be
interesting… it's definitely gonna test
the structural integrity,” said senior
Chris Max about how he thinks the
Trump administration will affect the
country.
Before Trump has even taken
office he is already pushing the
metaphorical buttons of the United
States front office. He is expected to
Photo by usa.gov
overturn many policies and orders,
made by Obama, towards the environment and minorities and is
expected to make many more changes.
The 2017 election also marks the switching of political parties
as the nation turns from the Democratic party to the Republican
party.

!
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“It’s a definitive monument in our nation’s history as we watch
our political parties switch around,” said senior Samantha
Owens who will also be attending
the Women’s March on
Washington that will take place the
day after the inauguration. The
march is only one of the many
ways that Americans will protest
the election of Trump as the
nation’s 45th president. Other
protests include: marching across
the Golden Gate Bridge and
another Women’s March in the
Bay Area of California. (San
Francisco, San Jose, and Oakland)
When the words, “I do solemnly
swear…” are spoken in the nation’s capital, many people will be
anxiously awaiting to see the fate of the United States that will
now be headed by Commander in Chief, Donald J. Trump.

Workers begin to set up viewing at the Capital to get ready for the Inauguration on the the 20th. Photo by
nytimes.com
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NEWS
New Hartford Mock Trial
By: Brooke Manderson

New Hartford High School is known for getting students
extremely prepared for future their endeavors. The mock trial
team here in New Hartford is an excellent example of doing just
that.
The Mock Trial team is an interscholastic competition club
sponsored by the New York State Bar Association. Each year the
team is given a case that they will base each one of their trials off
of. The case given can either be a civil or criminal case based off
of recent events. Each student that is a member of the Mock
Trial team is extremely important in carrying out the goals of
the team.
The team is split up into two separate “mini teams”: the
Prosecution or Plaintiff and the Defense. The Prosecution
consists of three witnesses and three attorneys. The Defense also
consists of three witnesses and three attorneys. This means that
some students are not always involved in the case on a specific
day due to more students than there are spots in the trial.
However, all members are described as being “vital” to the trial
itself and for the outcome of the trial as a whole.
The members of the team gain awareness of exactly how
the justice system works as well as learning the do’s and dont’s of
the courtroom. This is beneficial for their future and feeling
more prepared for what’s to come. Also, all the members have a
common interest in law so this makes for great team chemistry.
Aspiring political science major, Samantha Owens, is a very
important and influential member of the Mock Trial team.

Owens served as an attorney on last year’s case and will
again do the same this year. Her knowledge in the courtroom
and overall knowledge about the legal system is immense.
“I think the fact that we actually compete against other
schools sets mock trial apart from other clubs. Also, the fact
that it has a lot of real world application and gives you a
deeper understanding of the complexity of the legal system,”
Samantha states.
She went on to state that Mr. Anderson, the New
Hartford Mock Trial adviser, works so hard to better every
single team member.
“This year we don’t really have an attorney advisor but
Mr. Anderson really goes above and beyond for us. He takes
so many notes during our trials to help us get better and he’s
always available to work with us. I think he really loves it
which helps a lot,” Owens states.
The NH Mock Trial team was incredibly successful last
year, making it farther than most teams before them. They
look forward to an increase in their success this year. Trials
occur on Wednesdays either at the Oneida County
Courthouse or Federal District Courthouse in Utica. Good
luck to our very own New Hartford Mock Trial team!

“Mr. Anderson is such a good advisor quite honestly just because he’s
Mr. Anderson.”
- Samantha Owens
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OPINION
Paying College Athletes
Should they get paid to play?
By: Giuseppe Battista
College sports are so exciting. The top athletes in the country
are competing against each other for the love and passion they
have for their sports without receiving a paycheck after the game
like professional sports. Athletes risk injury and their time for
their school to win them titles and to sell tickets and merchandise.
Should they get a game check like
the pros?
I don’t think collegiate athletes
should be paid for games because
they already are. These D1 big time
athletes are getting full time
scholarships and a free education
and a degree to play the sport they
love and a chance to get those
checks in their professional sport
Leonard Fournette. Photo from
because the school gave them that
theadvocate.com
publicity and the chance.

	


Tyler Walsh, a New Hartford

senior agrees that collegiate shouldn’t be paid.
“These athletes get to have the chance of a lifetime to play
they sport they love in front of huge crowds and get the chance to
have a free education,” said Walsh.
Walsh also had an issue
of where the money would
be coming from.
“Would the money be
coming from what the
college makes off their
games or would they get
Coach K from Duke. Photo from ESPN.
paid by taxpayer money and
other tuitions?” asked Walsh.
“It also takes some of the competition out of it. These guys
all play for pride and love of their sport and their love for
winning. The competitive spirit should be towards that than the
amount of money that’s out of your envelope after the game,”
stated Walsh.
Alexis Kalil, a senior at New Hartford thinks that college
athletes should be paid to play because, “they are risking their

bodies and playing because they love the sport. What if someone
got a career ending injury in college so they couldn't go pro?”
“Also, colleges make so
much money off of their
players for merchandise,
tickets, food, parking, and
some even have contracts
with Nike and Adidas,” said
Kalil.
The problem with paying
Seven Kentucky players entered the draft
athletes is where is the
from the 14’-15’ season. Photo from the
money coming from?
Washington Post.
Would it be from the
pockets of people that are
actually paying for their schooling unlike these athletes or would
it be actually be from the money they are making off of
merchandise or tickets?
For example, according to the LA Times, Duke and Kentucky
were able to get the best one and done players for their basketball
programs meaning that they enter the NBA draft after just one
season in college because the NBA ended the option for players to
enter the draft out of high school. It would be just unfair for
smaller schools who don’t make a huge profit off their basketball
programs to have to compete with the programs that can afford
to pay these tops recruit.
Ultimately, these athletes worked hard in high school to get
the scholarships and the chance to do what they love for their
respective college. A large topic of interest is would top players
and NFL draft commits like Leonard Fournette, running back
from LSU and Christian MccAffrey, running back from
Stanford play in their respective bowl games if they were
getting paid even with the risk of injury?
In my opinion, it's the player's choice like it was their choice
to go to that college. They shouldn’t have to pay them to play
because sports isn’t about the money. These players could
have gotten hurt all season so does that mean they should be
paying them all year? No, college is where players prove they
deserve the millions.
Kids play sports in high school because it’s what they love;
they don’t care about the tickets sold because it goes into their
programs. Young adults play college sports because it’s what they
love to do and for the kids that are talented, it can be their job.
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OPINION
Glad That’s Over
2016, The Worst Year of the Decade?
By Nathan Benjamin
Finally!! I haven’t been this excited for a New Year in a very
long time. Let’s face it, 2016 was a terrible year, from tragic events,
to an election that left the nation divided,to the awful deaths of
many beloved celebrities.This year has even been ranked as one of
the worst years for music! This isn’t to say that 2016 was completely
bad. But I think it’s safe to say a lot of people wouldn't want to
relive through 2016.
First of all the dreadful and long Presidential Election
Campaign. The battle
between Hillary Clinton and
Donald Trump never seemed
to end. With accusation after
accusation after accusation of
each other's actions, people
didn’t really know who to
vote for. This election is one
of the most talked about
elections in a long time.
Eventually Donald Trump
won the election and the
response truly shows a
divided nation. But it doesn’t
stop there as Donald Trump
has been accused of having
Russian intelligence hack the election results. We will just have to
wait and see what awaits in the future for the United States.
There have been so many attacks this past year. All around the
world people have been hurt or killed by these sad attacks fueled by
hatred. The Orlando nightclub shooting was a tragedy that claimed
the lives of 49 people with 53 injured. Reports have been shown the
shooter Omar Mateen swore his allegiance to ISIS shortly after the
shooting began. This was not only the deadliest mass shooting by a
single shooter in the United States but it is the deadliest incident of
violence against LGBT people in US history. Another big attack
that happened was the tragedy that happened in Nice, France. On
July, 14, 2016, as France was celebrating their independence day
known as Bastille day, a 19 ton cargo truck was driven into the
crowds of people celebrating. The death toll was 83 people with
434 injured. The driver, Mohamed Lahouel-Bouhlel, was reported
to have this attack planned out for months as apart of ISIS to attack

the nations that fight ISIS. these were only some of the sad tragic
attacks that occurred this year
Many talented people pass away every year. But
for 2016, the celebrity deaths never seemed to stop. The list started
on January 10th when legendary music icon David Bowie passed
away from cancer at age 69 (but not before releasing a album the
day before). Then Alan Rickman, best known for his role as Snape
from the Harry Potter series, passed away from cancer on the 14th,
shortly after David Bowie and the same age too. Then on April
21st, the legendary artist known as Prince passed away from a
fentanyl overdose at age 57. As June came around Muhammed Ali,
boxing legend, passed away from septic shock on the 3rd at age 74.
Then on August 29th, known for his role a Willy Wonka in Willy
Wonka and The Chocolate Factory, Gene Wilder died due to a
complications from
Alzheimer’s disease at age 83.
Later on September 25th,
Arnold Palmer, the famous
golfer known for his brand of
ice tea and lemonade infused
drinks, died at age 83 from
waiting for a heart surgery.
Then finally December took
not one but three lives as
George Michael, lead singer of
“Wham!” passed away on
Christmas Day at age 54 with
the cause of his death still
being unknown. Lastly Carrie
Fisher, age 60 best known for Leia in the Star Wars series passed
away from a stroke on the 27th. Her mother Debbie Reynolds died
the day after suffering from a severe stoke. The deaths of those who
are listed touch many peoples hearts. These people heavily inspired
so many people in their field. So many other celebrities lost their
lives in 2016. If we could bring them back it’s safe to say that we
wouldn’t hesitate
Like I said 2016 wasn’t all bad. For example the 2016 Rio
Olympic Games was a great event this year with 121 medals from
the Untied States Team. Leonardo DiCaprio got his very first
Oscar this year for his role in The Revenant. Harriet Tubman will
now be on the twenty dollar bill. American teen graduation rate
reached a historic high.Wild tigers are no longer in danger of
extinction. And hey New Hartford got a lot of awards from the fall
sports teams! 2016 was a very rocky year.Let’s hope that 2017 is a
better year!
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Opinion
New Year’s Resolutions
Do they work?
By Micaela Honsinger
“3...2...1.... Happy New Year!” Each year as the ball in
Times Square drops, excitement fills the air as the new year is
off to a great start. But, as the new year begins, so do New
Year’s resolutions. People attempt to make a list of things that
they hope to improve upon in the new year. Some people
argue that this is a waste of time, because after a month or so,
people will forget about their resolutions and return to their
bad habits.
Many students at New Hartford High School have their
own opinions about New Year’s resolutions. Although there is
an overwhelmingly negative outlook on the effectiveness of
the resolutions, some students, like senior Arica Tehan, have a
positive yet realistic outlook on New Year’s resolutions.
“People think that New Year’s resolutions are a good idea
and they see it as an opportunity to somewhat better
themselves. But, in most cases, it doesn’t last more than a
month,” she stated.
On the same token, sophomore Emily VanWagoner
believes that resolutions aren’t permanent, but she offers some
helpful tips to keep them.

“My New Year’s resolution is to
keep my New Year’s resolution.”
-Shae Siniscarco

remain persistent, stating, “Experts say it takes about 21 days
for a new activity to become a habit and six months for it to
become part of your personality. It won’t happen overnight, so be
persistent and patient!”
Senior Shae Siniscarco has shared her thoughts on New Year’s
resolutions and has even shared some of her own goals for the
New Year.
“New Year’s resolutions are a good way to set goals for
yourself. The New Year is a clean slate for yourself. Usually after
Christmas is when I start thinking about it. My goal for 2017, is to
get ripped and toned. Overall, I want to start to feel really good
and enjoy my senior year,” she stated.
Even though there is criticism towards New Year’s resolutions,
in reality they give people an opportunity to improve some of their
personal attributes. Even though resolutions might eventually fade,
it’s important to set goals for yourself. Even if it is something small,
some resolutions can help people to make improvements. And who
knows...maybe they will just stick for the New Year!

“I think New Year’s resolutions are a good idea because it
gets people motivated for a good one to two weeks. My advice
is that people should write them every day to stay motivated.
I take it day by day,” she explained.
Gaiam.com, a fitness website, also offers some tips and
tricks to keep your resolution. They suggest that your goals
should be both realistic and outlined clearly. If you want to
shoot for the stars, start small, and work your way upward.
They also suggest that you talk about it with friends and
family so it motivates you to pursue your goals. If someone
close to you has the same goal, work together because you will
be more obliged to help someone else over yourself. Most of
all, gaiam.com suggests that you should just stick to it and

Photos from www.heavy.com, www.timeout.com, www.happynewyearimages.com, www.armsbyabbey.com, www.afed.tk.com
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QUESTION OF THE WEEK
New Year, New Trends?
Many things have come & gone throughout 2016, are there any trends that should pass over into
2017?
By Jillian Soggs
The year 2016 was one of the most heart breaking years with the passing of many beloved actors, actresses, musicians and
many other people beloved by many people. This was a very important year politically as it was an election year, it was also a year
of a vast variety of trends and some are questioning whether or not some of these trends should stay in 2016 or follow the world
into the new year. I asked some New Hartford Spartans their favorite things about 2016 in cinema, music and what their favorite
2016 trends were.
“Zootopia was great because it was funny and cute and it was
actually a good movie that gave great examples of good moral
and shows that dreams do come true” Says Spartan junior
Rebecca Mueller.
“ I loved Fantastic Beasts And Where To Find Them, it’s a lot
like Harry Potter, but more action packed. Plus, the visuals were
updated and it made it even better,” says Spartan junior John
Durr.
I next asked some spartans about what they thought of 2016 in the
music industry.

Pictures from; http://www.tribute.ca/tribute_objects/
images/movies/fantastic-beasts-and-where-to-find-them/
fantastic-beasts-poster-lg.jpg https://fanart.tv/fanart/
movies/269149/movieposter/zootopia-573d4ac67fca3.jpg

“Zayn left One Direction and made his mark with his own album. He took a huge risk and it paid
off. Although there was a lot of lash back he stood his ground,” says Spartan junior Rebecca Mueller.
“Chris Stapleton because he brings me back to the roots of country music” says Spartan senior Ariel
Smith.

http://cdn.mobsocmedia.com/uploads/sites/49/20160330184434/chris-stapleton2.jpg
http://img.wennermedia.com/social/zayn-malik-zoom-d217a3df-5894-4bb0-860d-3d091d9dd73d.jpg

Bottle
Flipping
Must
Stay In
2016!
-Everyone
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MEE T T H E S T A F F
Micaela Honsinger

John Durr

Micaela Honsinger is
a senior at New Hartford
High School and is a soccer
and lacrosse player who is
also a staff writer for Spartan
Expressions. Micaela took
journalism because she
already enjoys writing and
loves the aspect of meeting
new people by getting the
chance to interview.
Her favorite thing to
write about is the feature section because she likes to interview
people about what everyone is excited about around the school
or even in national news. When Micaela has free time, she loves
to listen to music and spend quality time with family especially
when college is right around the corner.
Her future aspirations are to go to college to either Geneseo
or Oneonta and wants to study languages but had a strong
interest in Spanish and learning different cultures.

John is a junior at
New Hartford High
School who describes
the class as a “fun
elective.” He writes a
Spartan Profile
column in each issue
of Spartan Expressions
to highlight the
diverse talents of the
New Hartford student
body.
In his free time, John enjoys admiring nature and
running. He is a member of the cross country and
track teams at the high school.
John’s favorite musical artist is Chance the
Rapper.

Any student may contribute to Spartan Expressions

Spartan Expressions is the New Hartford High School Articles and creative writing for consideration of publication must meet the following guidelines:

student newspaper. The NHHS journalism classes, as well as CONTENT:
members of the Spartan Expressions club, produce the paper. • No slanderous or libelous material will be tolerated.
Materials found to be published in the paper are the efforts of • All reference to sex will be vague, scientific and will not use slang or be otherwise offensive.
students who contribute and are not intended to represent the • There will be no excess of violence or morbidity.
opinion of any school official or member of the New
• No promotion of the use of drugs, alcohol, or recreational sex.
Hartford Central School Board of Education. Reviews or
• No interference with the educational process.
references to businesses, services, products or media do not
• Content shall be factual and unbiased and shall not be derogatory toward an person on group.
represent an endorsement by the Board of Education. The SUBMISSION:
copyright laws of the United States of America protect all
• All articles and creative writing must be typed and edited.
materials published in Spartan Expressions.
• Please email submissions to jclive@nhart.org at least a week before publication.
• See Mrs. Clive in Room 251 if you have questions or need assistance.
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SPORTS
Indoor Dominance
The New Hartford indoor track team
John Durr

for higher by the end of the season. The others aren’t too far
behind with Katie Corasanti and Bianca Durso reaching 4’6
last meet.
In the shot put and weight throw events three names
stand out Giuseppe Battista, Mike Cardillo and Fallon

The New Hartford indoor track team is fun loving and

O’Toole. Unfortunately though, Mike Cardillo suffered a

always up for good competition. Although the team is as

foot injury earlier in the season and the team is anxiously

large as it’s ever been the bonding between the athletes is
still exceptional.

awaiting his return. Before injured though, Mike threw 39.6
feet for shotput which is a sectional qualifier and 48.4 for

“Yeah it’s awesome, we all have one goal, to win
sectionals. Even though track is an individual sport the team

weight throw which is a state qualifier. As for Giuseppe, his

is really supportive of one another,” comments senior

state qualifying distance for weight throw is 50.0 feet. Both

Giuseppe Bautista.

guys are shooting for much higher numbers. On the girls

The team’s prospect for the sectional title is looking very

sectional qualifying distance in the shot put is 41 feet. His

end there is a dominant leader. Fallon O’Toole has reached

promising. This is mostly due to tremendous leaders in

31.2 feet in shot put and is seeded at 29 feet for the weight

nearly all the categories. In long distance there is a wide

throw.

arrange of talent from senior James Hinman who is been
running on the team since freshman year to sophomore Josh

This team is being managed by the the ever active

Farmer who’s already known as a local star in varsity

Coach Lewis and the team’s favorite teacher/coach, Coach
Anderson. Both coaches spread their time between each

running.
This is Josh Farmer’s first year on the Indoor track team

section of the team and when the other is out, somehow one

and he’s excited.

this type of leadership the chances of the team winning

“I’m liking the way the team is progressing, we seem to

coach is able to manage the whole team by themselves. With
sectionals is only doubled.

be on track to have a very successful season.”
Josh Farmer, although a long distance hero, is sticking
to nothing longer than the mile. He has most often run the
mile, 1000 meter race and the 800 meter race.
The sprinter’s are being led by sophomore Sei Sei whose
fastest times come to 7.00 seconds in the 55 meter dash and
38.28 in the 300 meter dash. Sei has become New
Hartford's backbone as far as sprinting, ever since the loss of
numerous talents from previous seasons. Thankfully Sei has
two more years on the team which gives both him and the
team time to develop their speed.
The high jump crew has proven that they will not come
up short this year. Although there are only three girls, their
leader Duffy Lemire is able to clear 5.1 feet and is shooting
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SPORTS
Policelli Drawing Attention
From Big Names in College
Hoops

Syracuse, Virginia, West Virginia, San Diego St, Florida,
Massachusetts, Connecticut, and Temple are all showing interest
and potential scholarship offers in the future.
The third year varsity player for Coach John Randall has
really solidified himself as a premier player in Section 3 as well as

6’8 Junior Already with 9 Offers, and More
to Come.
By: Jack Angelucci/Staff Writer
On any given Tuesday or Friday night in the New Hartford
High School gym there is a good chance that you will hear a
“Frankie Buckets” chant ringing out from the New Hartford
student section, and chances are it is because NH Junior Frankie
Policelli has just thrown down a big time dunk or buried a deep 3
to send Spartan Nation into a state of pandemonium.
Policelli is a rarity in high school basketball, standing at 6’8,
he is always the tallest player on the court. What really sets him
apart from others though is the fact that he can hurt you from
anywhere on the court, whether it be a be block or steal on
defense, threading the needle on a full court bounce pass, nailing a
3 with a hand in his face, or a thunderous dunk right on top of a
helpless defender.
Policelli’s love for the game and amazing work ethic have
enabled him to be in the position he is now, with 9 division one
scholarship offers from; Stony Brook, Iona, Hofstra, Manhattan,
Towson, and four offers from the Atlantic 10 Conference, a
conference that
consistently sends
3-5 teams to the
NCAA
Tournament.
Those schools
include St.
Bonaventure,
Virginia
Commonwealth,
St. Joseph's, and
Rhode Island.
The offers will
most likely
Photo courtesy of NY Jayhawks
continue to roll in
as elite programs
such as Arizona St.,

Photo courtesy of Perfect Game Imaging
statewide. Policelli has been putting up monster numbers
averaging 28.1 points per outing, good for third in the Section 3
right behind his good friend Tyler Bertram of Cooperstown, who
he is teammates with during the summer AAU season. Scoring
wise that’s a 8 point increase from his 20 PPG last season and a 15
point increase from his freshman year, he currently sits at 964
career points and will most likely hit the 1000 point mark before
the month of January comes to a close. The eye popping numbers
aren’t just limited to the scoring column, Policelli is currently
averaging a double double with his 12.7 rebounds per game
pairing with his 28 PPG. His presence has also been felt on the
defensive end this year leading the Spartans in blocks with 2.7 per
game along with 2.7 steals.
From a young age he fell in love with the game of basketball,
something he accredits to his father saying, “He was the one who
introduced me to the game and the fundamentals.” The hard
continued on nextpage
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continued from previous page

Spartans are currently trying to turn around their season, sitting
at 4-6 halfway through their campaign, with sectionals roughly a
work he has put into the game has paid dividends as he finds
month away.
himself making very difficult moves look like second nature on the
“I really try and make my teammates better every day, I
floor, something that Connor Nelson, a senior forward and
understand that better teammates equals a better team so that’s
captain of NH along with Policelli, alluded to.
my main goal in practice everyday.”
“I love playing with Frank. You always know that when
He went on to talk about what improvements New Hartford
there’s a big game he will always rise to the occasion and his
would
need to make in the upcoming month in an attempt to
athletic ability is something that is pretty fun to be able to see up
battle their way to the top of the very tough TVL Colonial
close day in and day out,” stated Nelson. He would go on to say
division saying, “We need to come out more aggressive early in
the biggest jump he witnessed in Policelli’s game was the jump
games and jump on teams early, instead of playing from behind
from JV to varsity play.
like we have in many games this year.”
“He had gotten a lot more aggressive since we had played
The Spartans will hit the court Friday night, as they head up
together in JV; he was no longer just a 3 point shooter. Once he
to Watertown to face the Watertown Cyclones, a team they were
got bigger his confidence went up and he really developed a low
able to beat 64-49 early in the season behind 28 points from
post game.”
Policelli.
With all the statistics and high praise from people around the
Things will be different this time however as Policelli will be
state, Policelli still was in a state of shock when he received his first
sidelined with a knee injury sustained against Whitesboro on
division one scholarship offer, in May of last year from the Iona
Saturday. He is expected to return next Friday, 1/20, to take on
Gaels of the MAAC conference.
the Warriors of Whitesboro, this time at home.
“When he (coach) first told me that I got the offer, I thought
he was messing with me. I was really just shocked and happy that
it had happened,” said the 6’8 standout forward.
Although he still has roughly 30+ more games left in his high
school career, Nelson already clearly sees the impact that his
teammate can have on a division one basketball program, “He’s
multidimensional which is big for a player at the D1 level with his
size. He can hurt you inside and out and will be hard to stop if he
is able to get stronger.”
Matt Abraham, a junior at New Hartford, has broadcasted
20+ games of Policelli’s for New Hartford Central Radio over the
last two years. Abraham what sets Policelli apart from other elite
players in Section 3 is his aggressiveness on offense.
“He’s very aggressive on the offensive glass, sees the court
well, and alway finds a way to get to the rim. You can work an
offense around him knowing he’s so reliable,” said Abraham about
his fellow classmate.
Policelli knows he still has time to get ready for his jump to
the next level and realizes that he has the skills to play at a high
level but that doesn’t mean he will stop working anytime soon.
“I need to improve my handle, get stronger and play more
physical,” said Policelli, without hesitation, when asked what he
needed to improve on to be successful in the college game.
However, for now, Policelli is more worried about pushing his
Photo courtesy of Utica OD
teammates to get better each and every day, as he and the
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Hot and On The Spot
Boys swimming and diving team seeks fourth
straight Class B title
By: Connor Nelson/ staff writer
Heading into the new year, some Spartan sports teams seem
to be getting off to a faster start than others. One of those teams,
the boys swimming and diving team, has been hot since the start
of the season in 2016. The boys swim and diving team is off to a
great start for the 2016-2017 season
and they are not looking back-making them the last team featured in
Hot and On The Spot for the semester.
Led by senior swimmers Albert
Shkane and Greg Bello and junior
swimmers Nick Lemire and Jack
Lamb, the Spartans are off to a 4-1
start, with the only loss coming from a
tough Class A opponent in Jamesville
Dewitt who has given the swim team
good competition in previous years.
The team is under new direction
this year due to Coach Mark
McFarland stepping down after three
straight Section 3 Class B titles. The
new coach is Coach Brian Kazinski
who has helped coach Spartan
Aquatics to a 4-1 record. The team is
quite young this year, with only five
seniors on the roster for this year.
“We’re working hard in practice,
some of them (underclassmen) are
really helping us out; dropping a lot of
time,” said junior swimmer Nick Lemire
who believes that the Spartans have what it takes to bring home
their fourth Section title in four years.
The “tall and lanky” junior, according to senior Greg Bello, is
looking to become a standout in the breaststroke this year and also
to try to beat their toughest competition in Mexico (a school
outside Syracuse), Lemire knows they are going to give New
Hartford a run for their money as “they’re really really good.”

Lemire and three other teammates (Lamb, Bello, and Shkane)
hold the fastest time for the 200 yard medley relay this year with a
time of 1:55.97. They are certainly looking to improve that
statistic, and are working hard in practice to achieve that goal.
To switch things over to the diving side, one name in
particular comes to mind when most of us think about the success
of NH diving, and that is Matt Abraham, who is currently in
fourth place in all of Section 3 with a cumulative score of 212.4.
When I sat down to talk with Abraham about diving and
what preparation goes into diving, it was not surprising to hear a
response that sounded a lot like one coming from a professional
golfer or any professional that has to
have a mental edge.
“Lots of mental preparation, (and) the
confidence to know what you can do or
else you can’t do it,” said the junior.
He had nothing but positive things to
say about the direction that the
swimming and diving program is
heading in. The diving team is
currently headed by Coach Tara Raux,
who teaches health education at
Central Valley Academy. Her daughter
currently dives Division 1 at Canisius
College.
“We’re stronger than we’ve been in a
lot of years, since the 90’s,” said
Abraham, and certainly when you’ve
won three section titles in a row, one
might start to believe that the program
is turning into somewhat of a dynasty.
The diving team who includes Matt
Abraham, Moaz Elazazzi, Gennaro
Paniccia, and Dan Rayhill just to name
a few, does not see much diving
competition in their own class. Swimming and diving
powerhouses such as Jamesville Dewitt and West Genesee High
School are New Hartford’s main source of competition within
Section 3.
The Spartans next meet will take place on January 24th when
they will compete against Oneida High School.
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Hockey is Back In Upstate
The Return Of The Comets
By: Alexis Kalil
By bringing back the Comets, Utica has revitalized
downtown. The Comets returned in the 13’- 14’ season after the
Vancouver Canucks purchased the franchise known before as the
Peoria Riverman. Their seasons have been up and down, but it’s
been worth it.
The Comets are one of the most popular aspects of the City
of Utica and attract a few thousand people to each game.
Through the stands are spotted an audience of navy blue and
green known as the team's colors. To show support, many people
are season ticket holders, have arranged meet and greets, and
cheer on the team through their wins and losses.
As of this season, the Comets have won 15 games, and have
lost 22. According to the team stats, Alexandre Grenier is leading
the team with a total of 31 points for the 2016-2017 season,
followed by Curtis Valk with a total of 26 points, and with 25
points, Darren Archibald.
Comets team doctor, Marissa Kalil states that thus far, “The
season has been challenging due to many injuries here and in
Vancouver. There is a lot of moving players up and down.”
Dr. Kalil states that the league itself is the reason for each
player's improvement and progress. “The league is for
development so watching the players come from rookie years to
be called up to the NHL is fun. Players like Brandon Gaunce
who played here for a few seasons and are now part of the
NHL.”
As of this season, Dr. Kalil feels that Pascal Pelletier has
made a major comeback to hockey. He has “...come back from
retirement to be a leader for the younger players.”
According to New Hartford senior and fan Giuseppe
Battista,“Playoff games are the most exciting and it would be
nice to see the team have a success.”
Giuseppe hopes to see many things such as: hockey fights,
the team giving back to the community, and most importantly, a
playoff berth.
Senior Merima Kulosman’s favorite part about going to the
games are “the intensity, the loudness of the crowd, and the team

spirit.” Although she does not attend every game, she goes every
chance she has.
At the games, their is a performance of the national anthem
for both the United States and Canada, many food and drink
vendors, a Comet’s store to shop in, entertainment between the
1st and second period on the ice, the famous “Chuck a Puck”
between the 2nd and 3rd period where children throw foam
pucks onto the ice and try to get them to land on signs for a
prize, and the best part besides the game, watching the talented
Utica Comettes dancers between each play.
Whether you are looking for a night out or just to attend a
fun sporting event, you can support the cities AHL team every
week at the Utica Aud.

The Utica Comets Logo from their team
website.

The Comets faceoff The IceCaps, farm team of
Montreal.Taken by Alexis Kalil.
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see the Huskies in such a tightly contested game with a strong
Crimson Tide team.
Heading into the game the story was Alabama’s amazing
defense and their ability to force turnovers at will. Many analysts
Clemson gets the best of ‘Bama in rematch
thought that Washington’s only chance was avoiding costly
turnovers and not allowing Alabama to score any back breaking
of last year’s CFP Final
defensive touchdowns.
By: Jack Angelucci/Staff Writer
The Huskies had done a good job of this early on in the
game but that all changed with a little above a minute left in the
While many people were getting ready to head out to their
half.
New Year's Eve plans mid afternoon on December 31, four
Browning dropped back to pass and immediately felt pressure
college football teams were getting ready as well. The Alabama
from the Alabama defensive line. Under much duress Browning
Crimson Tide, Washington Huskies, Ohio State Buckeyes, and
tried to make something out of nothing and threw a quick pass
the Clemson Tigers took the field knowing they were only two
while backpedaling out towards the flat where he presumed
victories away from becoming national champions.
running back Lavon Coleman was wide
These four teams
open. Ryan Anderson, a senior linebacker
were selected by the College Football
on Alabama’s talented defense, cut the
Playoff Selection Committee as the four
pass off perfectly before it could reach
best teams in the nation, and presented
Coleman and proceeded to shake off
with the opportunity to vie for a
Coleman with ease and coast to the
national title on January 9th.
endzone, putting the Tide up 17-7 at the
After roughly a month to prepare,
half.
the first matchup featured the first
In a postgame press conference with the
seeded Crimson Tide against the fourth
media Anderson explained what he saw
seeded Washington Huskies in the
Photo courtesy of ESPN.
on his game changing interception.
Chick-Fil-A Peach Bowl at the Georgia Dome.
“I was going to be rushing on that play and Reuben (Foster)
Alabama entered the game as the consensus number one
told me to pin the back, so i just pinned the back and the
team in the nation with a perfect record of 13-0. Washington
quarterback didn’t see me and I was able to make the
entered with an impressive record at 12-1 as well as winning the
interception,” said the senior linebacker in the interview that
Pac-12 Championship earlier in the month. Their spot in this
aired on ESPN.
national semifinal was much less guaranteed than Alabama’s but
10 points was all the breathing room Alabama needed as they
still well-deserved.
coasted to a 24-7 victory behind 180 rushing yards and 2 TDs
After both teams traded punts on the first two drives of the
from Scarbrough on just 19 attempts.
game it was Washington who struck first as Jake Browning found
Washington was led by QB Jake Browning with 150 yards
junior receiver Dante Pettis for a 16 yard strike to put the Huskies
passing and the Huskies only score.
ahead 7-0.
The next game up was the Playstation Fiesta Bowl in Arizona
From there on the game was controlled by the boys in
between the second seeded Clemson Tigers and the third seeded
Crimson. Alabama answered Washington’s initial score relatively
Ohio State Buckeyes.
quickly with Bo Scarbrough finding the endzone three minutes
Clemson took no time taking control of this one and never
later on an 18 yard scamper to knot it up at 7.
looked back. A field goal and a Deshaun Watson touchdown run
The teams played relatively evenly for the rest of the first half
put the Tigers up 10-0 through one quarter of play. The bigger
with the score being 10-7 in favor of Alabama with 2:15
story throughout the game however, was Clemson’s ability to
remaining in the second quarter. Many people were surprised to

Tigers Roar Over Tide in
National Championship

continued on next page
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Clemson now had an opportunity to answer and took their time
moving the ball down the field knowing that they could send the
game to overtime with a field goal or win the game with a
absolutely stymie the Buckeye offense. By halftime it was clear that
touchdown. The pivotal play happened with
the Clemson 17 point cushion would be too
under 20 seconds remaining when the Tide were
much for Ohio
called for pass interference in the end zone,
State to overcome and Clemson would roll to
setting Clemson up 2 yards away from a possible
a 31-0 victory behind two more second half
national championship with only 6 seconds left.
touchdowns.
The Tigers knew they needed a quick play to the
Watson was the undisputed player of the
end zone so in case it didn’t work they would still
game for the Tigers passing for 251 yards and a
have time to kick a field goal and tie the game
score, as well as rushing for 73 yards and two
up. They decided on a quick little out route to
touchdowns.
Alabama takes the field for the national
championship in Tampa. (Photo from
walk on receiver Hunter Renfrow, who found
Clemson head coach, Dabo Swinney, had
whnt.com)
himself wide open in the end zone with only one
an inclination his team was going to play well in
second remaining to seal the game and the
the hours leading up to the game.
National
Championship
for the Tigers by a score of 35-31.
“I told the coaches this morning in our staff meeting, I don’t
Once again Deshaun Watson was the star of the game, throwing
know if I’ve ever seen our guys more prepared and dialed in the
for
3
TDs and 420 yards, while running for a TD as well.
whole time. It was a complete team effort tonight in the win,”
Hopefully this year’s College Football Playoff will be satisfying
Swinney told ESPN’s Scott Van Pelt after the game.
enough
for fans as they wait during the long winter and summer
On Monday night the Tigers and the Crimson Tide met in
months for next season to kick off.
Tampa for a rematch of last year’s title game. The first half was
continued from previous page

uneventful as the two teams went back and forth in the first 30
minutes, looking strong with Clemson surrendering two TDs to
Scarborough, while Watson found the endzone on an 8 yard run for
the Tigers to make it 14-7 at the half.
Anderson was making his presence felt again causing turnovers,
recovering two fumbles in the game, one in the first quarter and the
other at the start of the second half.
The two teams went back and forth again in the third quarter
with Alabama edging Clemson by two points in the quarter to take a
24-14 lead into the final quarter.
Clemson knew they needed to act fast to get back into this one
with only 15 minutes remaining in their season, and that's exactly
what they did. Watson was able to find Mike Williams for a
touchdown exactly one minute into the quarter to make it a 24-21
game.
The two teams again kept stymieing each other’s offenses for 10
minutes until Clemson was able to get another TD, this time a 1 yard
punch in from Wayne Gallman to take their first lead of the game
with 4 minutes left. Alabama stayed calm however and quarterback
Jalen Hurts led the Tide on a heroic time, that at the time looked like
it might win the game, Hurts was able to cap it off with a sensational
30 yard run, stepping his way around would-be tacklers all the way to
the end zone making it 31-28.

Coach Dabo Swinney (holding trophy), and his Clemson Tigers celebrate
following their 35-31 victory over Alabama. (Photo from ESPN)
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Empire State Sports
The Offseason
By:Giuseppe Battista
This is going to be, by far, one of the most interesting
offseasons for New York Football. The Bills 16’-17’ campaign was
not lived up to what they
expected going 7-9 on
the season. After going
10-6, the Jets were ready
to take a step forward
but took three steps back
going 5-11. The Giants
took a giant step forward
after going 6-10 last year
finishing with an 11-5
Quarterback Ryan Fitzpatrick and the basically
record this year and the
summed up Jets season. Photo from upi.com.
only New York football
team that made the
playoffs this year.
This is going to be a huge offseason for the
Bills. They fired head coach Rex Ryan and there is the possibility
that they will be searching for a new quarterback because they
are unsatisfied with Tyrod Taylor who has been one of the more
successful quarterbacks for the Bills in recent years. Although he
hasn’t given them the seasons they want the Bills haven't put the
greatest team around him. Last year, LeSean McCoy was injured
a hefty amount of games, this year Sammy Watkins has missed
most of this season and the defense hasn’t lived up to the hype
after defensive coordinator Jim Schwartz was replaced after the
hiring of Rex Ryan.
Team needs for Buffalo will first be a
quarterback if they choose to end the short Tyrod Taylor era.
They could look in the draft for players like Deshaun Watson if
he falls to them or DeShone Kizer. They could look to trade for
Tony Romo from Dallas or pick up Kirk Cousins or Jay Cutler off
of free agency but ultimately their best decision could be to stick
with Taylor and build a competitive team around him. They’ll
also look to resign their unrestricted free agents offensive lineman
like Jordan Mills and Alejandro Villanueva and cornerback
Stephon Gilmore

The new head coach is expected to be defensive coordinator
of the Carolina Panthers, Sean McDermott Depending if the
quarterback situation works out for Buffalo, I expect them to have
an 8-8 season.
The New York Jets were an absolute trainwreck this
year.This year for the Jets was shocking season after the success
they had last year after going 10-6 and just one game away from
a playoff berth. They re signed Ryan Fitzpatrick to a one
year deal and they brought in running back Matt Forte
along with their top tier defense. This team had a wild
card spot on lock until they lost a heartbreaker to the
Bengals week 1 and an ugly week 3 game against the
Kansas City Chiefs that included 7 INTs from Fitz. The
team lost momentum and their hope and in later weeks
they just lost all their effort and were almost the laughing
stock of the league.
The Jets got rid of their whole defensive staff after an
awful lack of effort from the defensive side of the ball.
The main need for the Jets is to find if their future
quarterback is on the roster, in the draft, or in free agency.
They really need to improve their secondary especially
after learning that “Revis Island” was now a vacation spot instead
of a dreadful trip. Also, they could be thinking about drafting
running back Leonard Fournette if they don’t want to go into the
direction of Bilal Powell who did have a very successful season
this year even with the struggling o line the Jets had.
If the Jets can take care of their quarterback situation, they
can go back to 10-6 but without they could have another repeat
5-11 season which is what I think will happen to the Jets.
The New York Giants were the most shocking out of the
teams because of the jump they took this season compared to
their 6-10 record last year. Although they took a bad loss to
continued on next page

Quarterback Tyrod Taylor. Photo from ESPN.com.
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York. Also, this offseason the Giants have to realize that Paul
Green Bay in the first round, this was a very productive season for Perkins is their future running back after the success he had this
New York.
season. The Giants should also look to sign their free agents Jason
The Giants and general manager, Jerry Reese, took a nice
Pierre-Paul and Johnathan Hankins on the d-line. Even if they
chunk of hate of the building of his “200 million dollar defense”
can’t bring back all their unrestricted free agents, there are some
because of the acquisitions of Olivier Vernon, Janoris Jenkins,
big names like Alshon Jeffery, Eric Berry, Brandon Williams, and
and Damon “Snacks” Harrison. In the end, these three players,
DeSean Jackson who they can look to bring in.
some smaller free agent signings, and the draft choices of All-Pro
The Giants offense is almost last in every category and their
safety Landon Collins and rookie Eli Apple turned this defense
defense is almost first in every category. If the Giants can bring
from worst to first in the league. The defense carried the Giants to their offense to what it was last year while maintaining their
11-5 after a very disappointing season from the Giant offense
defensive numbers, they have the chance to be one of scariest and
especially from the offensive line.
top teams in the NFL. If their offense comes together, they can fall
The Giants must build their o-line if free agency or through at 13-3.
the draft because it was the pillar that dropped everything for New
continued from previous page

1st Team All-Pro selections Landon Collins (left) and Damon “Snacks” Harrison (right). Photo from Giants.com
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Postseason Power
Rankings
by Steven Burgess
The first round of the NFL playoffs was one for the ages.
Many teams that had playoff hopes were crushed at the end of
their first playoff game of this postseason. The Tennessee
Titans, The New Orleans Saints, The Arizona Cardinals, and
the Tampa Bay Buccaneers are some of the teams this season
who were not able to make the playoff cut. There is always
next season as they say.
Some teams had promising seasons that looked as if they
would have chances to go the distance in the postseason but a
couple teams suffered injuries late in the season that greatly
impacted them. The Oakland Raiders were having a very
strong season with Derek Carr who led the Raiders to a 12-4
record and giving them a playoff opportunity that they haven’t
had since 2002. In the end of the season their star QB Derek
Carr broke his fibula. The Tennessee Titans were also having a
spectacular season this year with second year quarterback,
Heisman Trophy winner Marcus Mariota. Mariota brought the
Titans to a 9-6 record, Mariota was the backbone of their
offense with help from DeMarco Murray. Like Derek Carr,
Mariota also broke his fibula at the end of the season crushing
all hope for their postseason.

http://www.gannett-cdn.com/-mm-/
The Texans were able to make the cut and earn a
wildcard spot in the postseason. They were able to knock off
an injured Raiders offense. The Seattle Seahawks have been a
team that has shown great strength over the past half decade.
With Russell Wilson they seemed unstoppable. As this season
came to an end they were starting to slowly disintegrate on
both sides of the ball. They have not been able to put points
on the board to prevent other teams from doing so. The
Seahawks were able to knock out the Detroit Lions who lost
their last game of the season to the Green Bay Packers. Both
the Seahawks and the Texans were knocked out of the
postseason in the divisional round.
The Green Bay Packers were up against the New York
Giants for their wild card game; the odds were against the
Packers building up to the game. In the first quarter the score
was low with the Packer down by 3. The second quarter and
rest of the game was a display of great Packer strength. The
first half ended with a hail mary completion from Rodgers to
Cobb to make the game 14-3 at the half. The Packers
controlled the rest of the game to advance to the divisional
matchup, and it would be against the Dallas Cowboys.

http://laaficion.milenio.com/americano/
continued on next page
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S P O RTS
continued from previous page

The New England Patriots are set to play the
Pittsburgh Steelers in their conference
championship to fight for a Super bowl 51 spot.
Whoever wins in the Falcons/Packers game will
also advance to the Super Bowl. The interesting
part of these conference championships is that all
the teams involved now have the best QBs in the
league. The Falcons have Matt Ryan, The
Packers with Aaron Rodgers, The New England
Patriots have Tom Brady and the Pittsburgh
Steelers have Ben Roethlisberger. This conference
championships will be one for the ages.
http://cdn.fansided.com/wp-content/blogs.dir/

The New England Patriots were able to
easily defeat the Houston Texans and the Falcons
were able to defeat the Seahawks without an
issue. The biggest game of this divisional
weekend was the Packers against the Cowboys.
The Cowboys were predicted to win by 66%, not
leaving much chance for the Packers. The
Packers swept the Cowboys in the first half with
the score being 21-13 with Dallas having a late
touchdown. Then the second half the Cowboys
gained momentum and started to hold the
packers to 28 points going into the 4th quarter.
The Cowboys tied the game up at 31-31 with 45
seconds remaining. Aaron Rodgers, one of the
top QBs in the league made a 33 yard throw to
Jared Cook to get the Packers into field goal
range; Mason Crosby was ready to kick the field
goal and the Cowboys coach called a timeout
while he kicked it to ice Crosby to make it harder
for him. Crosby sets up to kick it again and he
just barely makes the kick resulting in the packers
heading to the conference championship to play
the Atlanta Falcons.

http://packersvscowboys.com/wp-content/

http://cdn.mos.techradar.com/art/televisions/
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Snowboarding

winter of 2011 because his parents ski. His whole family

By Nick Alexander

skis but he wanted to try snowboarding.

Snowboarding is a very fun thing to pick up. I feel that
snowboarding is less common than skiing. I see a lot more
people that ski when I go snowboarding. There used to be a lot
of skiing resorts that did not let snowboarders go there. There is
only 4 places that do not allow snowboarders at their resort now:
Mad River Glen in Vermont, Taos Ski Valley in New Mexico, Alta

Kyle Nordstrom started snowboarding the

Kyle Nordstrom said, “I like snowboarding in
powder because it feels like you're flying, I like going
fast, and I like the cold.”
Kyle also likes to go to McCauley because it
is not that far away and it is more challenging than the
ski resorts closer to Utica.

in Utah, and Deer Valley Resort in Utah.
Snowboarding was not allowed at a lot of places along
time ago because snowboarding was new and every
snowboarder was self taught. There were not any trainers
because it was a new thing and everyone was just learning how
to snowboard. They did not want snowboarders to be crashing
and hurting the skiers. Now that snowboarding is common and
there are trainers to show people that are just starting how to
properly snowboard, more places allow snowboarders.
Ryan Conte started snowboarding when he was in
5th grade. Ryan loves hitting jumps and always goes to the park
at the places he snowboards. He went to Colorado to snowboard
last year on some of the hardest mountains.
Ryan said, “I love going through powder so I always
go snowboarding the day after it snows a lot.”
Ryan always hits the biggest jumps they have. He
had to practice hitting jumps and it took awhile for him to get
completely comfortable hitting them. He has gotten hurt
snowboarding many of times but it never stopped him from
continuing to snowboard. Ryan has tried skiing also and he likes
the feel for snowboarding more.

Photo of Ryan Conte.
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Spartans, get your exercise!
By Anthony Murad
Around the the holidays, there is good food and treats to eat! Spartans can stay
healthy to cold winter season by working out and having fun.
I love to workout everyday. I go to the Fitness Mill. At the Fitness Mill, I like to walk
on the treadmill and lift weights. I like to work out with others. Sometimes I will work out
with my Dad, Uncle or Brother-in law. Or I might work out with friends or my sister’s.
When it is warm outside, I like to workout at home in the pool.
My sister Francesca also enjoys working out. She likes to use machines, weights,and
she likes to run. She usually works out at the gym and sometimes works out at home. She
likes to workout because it keeps you in shape, makes you feel better and keeps you
healthy. She finds motivation by listening to music or working out with friends. She also
finds motivation working out with her trainer Karen.
Another way to workout is playing a sport. Eleventh grader, Anna Pearlman likes to
stay healthy by playing lacrosse. She also enjoys running to stay motivated she likes to
listen to music.
Here are a few things Spartans can do this winter:
Join a gym
Exercise with friends
Join in on local fitness classes
Play a sport
Work out at home
Working out makes you feel good and happy! There are local gyms you can
join in the area: Planet Fitness, The Fitness Mill, or Retro Fitness! Healthy
Spartans make happy Spartans!

Pictures retrieved from Google Images
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How Spartans Stay
Energized!

getting at least 7 hours of sleep everyday, eating healthy,

By Anthony Murad

taking vitamins, working out and taking naps.

exercising, and getting lots of water.
My sister Francesca stays awake by drinking coffee,
My sister Maria and her husband Dan stay energized by

Do you get sleepy in class or at work? Staying hydrated

drinking coffee and working out. They both drink plenty of

and getting a good night’s sleep can be very helpful to

water each day to stay healthy.

staying awake and healthy.

My brother Marc stays energized by drinking coffee and
exercising.

Teachers and administration of New Hartford Senior
High, believe that you should get about 8 hours of sleep
each night and have about 8 glasses or 64 ounces of water

drinking coffee, moving around,and praying. She drinks 8

each day.

glasses of water a day and gets 6 hours of sleep each night.

Joanne Moylan stays energized by drinking 8-10 glasses

My mother, Mrs.Murad, stays energized and awake by

My good friend Anatoly stays energized by drinking

of water a day and eating healthy. Drinking water is

coffee. He feels that sleep and water are important to rest the

important to her because her body needs it. She stays awake

body.

by staying busy. Joanne gets 9 hours of sleep each night.
My father, Anthony Murad stays energized and awake
by getting 8 hours of sleep each night as well. He believes 8
hours of sleep helps you concentrate and keeps your body
healthy and refreshed. Mr. Murad also drinks water to
cleanse the body and stay refreshed.
Mr. Benson says getting 8 hours of sleep each night gives
your body a chance to rest and have energy for the next day.

My Uncle Alex stays energized by going for a walk.
I drink lots of water every day. Water helps me stay
hydrated and awake. Sometimes I like putting lemon in my
water. Getting a good night’s sleep also helps me stay awake
in the classroom and keeps me energized. Other ways I stay
awake and focused are exercising, going for a walk, or
moving around.
Stay energized Spartans!

He believes water is the best thing you can have. Mr. Benson
stays energized and awake by walking or moving around.
Ms. Feduccia drinks coffee in the morning to stay
awake. She also likes to go for a walk and exercise when she’s
tired to increase her energy.
Ms. Feduccia says, “Sleep is important because it allows
your body to rest and stay healthy.”
Ms. Hart stays energized by going for a walk, exercising,
and drinking water and coffee. She feels sleep is important
because it improves her mood and helps her to stay focused
during the day. Mr. Hadity stays energized and awake by

Picture Retrieved from Google Images
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FEATURE
Ringing in 2017
Do you think 2017 will be the best year yet?
By Jillian Soggs
3! 2! 1! Happy New Year!
The ringing of the new year is a signal of a new
hope and a new year of opportunities. A common for
people to do is come up with resolutions or goals for
themselves to accomplish in the new year. I asked
some spartans what their resolutions were and why
they set these goals.
“I want to become the best version of myself,
and I think this would let me see the world in a new
and happier light,” says MaryLourdes Santiago, a
sophomore at the New Hartford High School.
Pictured above is people filling up times square to ring in 2017
https://www.timeout.com/newyork/things-to-do/times-square-new-years-eve
“I want to become a better person, it is my
graduation year so I thought this is my last chance to better myself before I am out of high school,” says Steven Burgess, a senior at the
New Hartford High School.
I asked Spartans if they had any hopes for 2017.
“I want to make sure I stay in touch with my friends after I graduate this year,” Burgess says.
“2016 was not the best year, many famous people died and a lot of things went wrong, so I hope that 2017 is much better, RIP
Harambe,” states John Durr when I asked him if he had high hopes for 2017.
“I always hope the coming year is the best one yet, so for 2017 I hope I have the best year in every way, academically, socially etc.,”
says MaryLourdes Santiago.
Personally, I hope to grow as a person and make the best of the year ahead.
The new year is a signal of new chances and new memories to be made!

Happy New Year from Spartan Expressions!
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FEATURE
Holiday Shopping
by Steven Burgess
The holidays are obviously the biggest shopping months
around the world and easily in the United States. And as we get
older we do not get Legos and Barbies under the Christmas
tree anymore. We start to get more clothes and cards filled with
money--which is not necessarily a bad thing. And when people
don’t get things on their list for Christmas they take to the
stores themselves after the holidays and hunt for the items they
want.
Tyler Walsh who is a senior says he typically shops Dick’s
Sporting Goods after the holidays to pick up some new clothes
and baseball gear for the upcoming season. Tyler also shops at
Best Buy to buy the latest games he missed out on as well as
video game systems. Tyler doesn’t necessarily go into a store
and spend all of his money he will go in and buy what he
wanted and save the rest of the money he has left over.
Gabby Hobika who is a senior has quite a few stores she
heads to first when she has some spending money. She loves to
shop at Pink, Dick’s Sporting Goods and American Eagle.
Gabby will buy different products at different stores even
though some stores have similar styles. For example, Gabby

https://media.glassdoor.com/l/d6/cd/

likes to buy quarter zip shirts and Nike Pro leggings at Dicks,
at Pink she will usually get leggings and sweaters. At
American Eagle she typically buys everyday clothes such as
jeans and t-shirts. When Gabby has spending money she
would prefer to save some and not spend all of it to save for
the future.
Senior Christina D’Ambro likes to shop at Dicks Sporting
Goods, Victoria’s Secret, Champs and American Eagle.
Christina waits for all of the holiday clearance deals at all of
these stores. She bought a pair of sneakers at Champs, and
then she purchased some shirts and leggings at Victoria’s
Secret and American Eagle. When Christina has holiday
spending money she likes to spend it and get as many possible
deals as she can on merchandise.
Dicks Sporting Goods seems to be a hotspot for holiday
money spending considering their wide variety of clothing,
footwear and sport gear. All of these seniors play sports so it is
obvious why they are attracted to a sports store such as Dicks
Sporting Goods. With their holiday spending money they
were all able to complete their holiday wish-list.

http://cdn-static.findly.com/wp-content/
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NHFD
Salvage and Overhaul

to all the members about salvage and overhaul on

By Nick Alexander

Tuesday. This helps all the new members get an

When you become a firefighter one thing that you
never think about until you get trained is salvage and
overhaul. Salvage and overhaul is when you protect the
building and things inside that are not replaceable.
Firemen do not just go in the house and destroy
everything trying to put the fire out. They try to save
everything they can save. There are sprinkler covers so you
can stop the water from coming out of the sprinklers when
they do not have to be on anymore. This stops the extra
water damage that does not need to happen. They also
cover up furniture and put it in the middle of the room so
water does not ruin it. They put it in the middle of the room
because if they need to know over some walls it will not be
in the way.
Salvage and overhaul is not what you want to do
after stopping the fire but it is needed to be done. It can
take a while because you have to put all the stuff back

Assistant chief Scott Nicotera gave a class

idea for what needs to be done after a fire and
when they are trying to save things in a house.
“We do not just go in here and destroy
everything. We have to save things if it is possible
because not everything you can replace,” Nicotera
said.
Eric Pike went to a training on salvage and
overhaul and learned the process and the
importance.
“When I joined the department I never
thought of this or heard of the process salvage
and overhaul,” Eric said.
Eric now knows all about it and sees how it
is important to try to save all the things that they
can save. He also said “somethings you can just
not replace like something your grandmother or
grandfather gave you that was theirs.”

cleaned and be put
back considering what
would be the best way
for us to use it next
time.

Photo from http://chicagoareafire.com/blog/.
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Senior Spotlight
Brianna Wilbur
The story of her running
career
By Micaela Honsinger
Brianna Wilbur is the legend
among New Hartford’s running
program. Bri is one of New Hartford’s top runners, out
of both the boys and girls teams combined. However,
her passion for running came later in her high school
career. Over the years, Bri has played various sports,
including lacrosse and field hockey. However, it wasn’t
until her junior year that she found her love for running.
“I started to really enjoy and appreciate running last
year during indoor track season. I realized
that I really loved racing the distance races,
and I really wanted to better myself and
qualify for Sectionals,” Bri explained.
Fellow runner, Josh Farmer, had great
things to say about his teammate.
“Bri perfectly balances when to have
fun and when to start working hard. She is
without a doubt one of our strongest
runners. She can run a variety of races,” Josh
commented.
She has competed in various invitationals and has
shown her dedication to competitive running. One of
her biggest accomplishments occurred during her first
year in cross country. She was the only girl to qualify
for the State meet and continued to make a name for
herself.
“My biggest accomplishment running is probably
qualifying for States this year in cross country. It was
my first season and I really had no idea what to
expect. I was so lucky to have been able to continue to
compete with the top runners in the state,” she
explained.
Due to her fast race times and her impressive
performances at meets, she has impressed various
college coaches. Dozens of coaches have started to
recruit her for their university teams, which has been
an exciting time for Bri. She not only is an impressive

runner, but she also excels in school. This combination is especially
important as she looks for a college to attend next year.
“I am looking at lots of schools, and have applied to six
actually! Harvard is my top choice but of course it is a stretch, so I
will just have to wait and see on that one! But I also love Temple
University, University of Vermont, and SUNY Geneseo. Luckily, I
have the opportunity to run at all of these schools,” she stated.
Although college programs and races are more
rigorous than high school, Josh is confident that Bri
will have no problem with this challenge.
“In college, the races are longer and I think that
it will be to her advantage because she gets stronger
as the races goes on,” Josh stated.
Bri is an amazing runner and she is also an
incredible person. Brianna’s friend, Shae Siniscarco,
gave insight into her personality.
“Bri is one of the coolest people I know. She is
very chill and always upbeat and she’s someone you can always go
to for advice,” she explained.
With each race or practice, Bri’s love for running
grows. Even though running is just a sport in the minds of some
people, it means so much more than that to this seventeen year
old.
“Running has provided me with an opportunity
in which I can push myself to my limits and set goals,
trying to improve day by day. It has provided me with
the drive to try new things and new races and to always
put in 110% into everything I do,” she stated.
Bri’s determination to be successful is shown
through her hard work while running. Shae believes
that her future looks very bright, especially as she enters
college.
“Bri will be very successful. She is one of those
people that everyone likes to be around!” Shae
shared.

All photos provided by Brianna Wilbur
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SPARTAN PROFILES
Stevie Malenowski
The Freshest Meme
John Durr

Stevie Malenowski, a man who rules the meme
industry with an Iron fist with a album of over 600 memes.
He has a meme for every situation, from the terribly sad
moments to brushing off an insult, Stevie has the meme.
When asking him about this Stevie responded “ Twitter is a
free and glorious thing that I browse a bit in my free time. I
also just wanted some pictures I could text to friends.”
Stevie is not just the owner of New Hartford’s meme
vault though.
“He’s a great runner but, we all know that.”
commented senior Jake Anweiler. Stevie who has won
championships for both track and cross country, has talked
about possibly running in college.
“He’s a pretty down to earth dude with a fresh sense of
fashion. He’s also my role model for the four by four,”
stated Matt Crumrine a New Hartford student.
Stevie Malenowski has made many friends in his 17
years at New Hartford. He’s shared many stories and
memories with those friends. Jake Anweiler reveals the
truth about Stevie’s accident that left his neck like an
accordion.
“Stevie, Luke Jones, and myself were out mountain
biking when Stevie got a little too anxious and sent himself
over a log and landed on his head. It took Stevie a half
hour to get up from the pain. When seeing the doctor we
were told it was a miracle that Stevie could walk into the
office.
When asked about what his favorite memory is Stevie
stated, I don’t really have a “favorite memory” per say as
I’ve been here for 17 years. It’s hard to pinpoint one
memory since New Hartford has supplied me with most of
my memories. My mom and running cross country and track, those two things have the greatest impact on my life and have definitely
shaped me and supplied me with a lot of good memories.”
“I’ve been looking around and talking to a lot of admissions people, but I really haven’t settle on a college yet” commented Mr.
Malenowski when asked about his plans for college.
Not only has Stevie shown that he’s a loyal hardworking friend and athlete, but also that he’s able to enjoy the simple pleasures of life.
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ALUMNI NEWS
The Student who did it all
Phillip Nackley, Where Are You Now?
By Nathan Benjamin
Imagine doing two school sports, the school musical, a jazz
band and helping the homeless on the weekends. It sounds like a
busy schedule. But to Phil Nackley it was time well spent.
During his time at the high school, Phil was on the New
Hartford football team and the bowling team. He was also
involved in the Jazz Band, Masque, the Ski and Snowboard Club,
and he was on the track team. On Saturdays Phil helped out at the
Hope House, a place where the homeless and the needy receive a
nutritious meal and shelter. He graduated with a masters in science
and math and honors. At the moment, Phil is going to college at
Clarkson University to major in engineering with a minor in
computer science and sustainability.
When I asked Phil how the transition from high
school to college was he said:”The transition from school was not
difficult at all, New Hartford's course load prepared me and the
one thing I miss from high school is definitely the experiences in
Mrs. Zippin’s class”
Well we wish you luck wherever you go Phil
from all of us at New Hartford. Feel free to stop by anytime!

The transition from school was not
difficult at all, New hartford's course
load prepared me and the one thing I
miss from high school is definitely the
experiences in Mrs. Zippins class”

-Phillip Nackley
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MOVIE REVIEW
Corasanti Versus Critics
Passengers
By Jon-Robert Corasant
The top critics on Rotten Tomatoes have stamped a
horrendous rating of 17% satisfaction onto one of my new
favorite sci-fi films, “Passengers,” and I feel that it is my duty to
debunk the egregious reviews.
Passengers	
  is	
  a	
  controversial	
  roman0c	
  sci-‐ﬁ	
  thriller.	
  A
spaceship is transporting 5,259 passengers from Earth in a 120year voyage to a distant utopian colony. The passengers travel in
hibernation pods, but due to a malfunction, one pod opens
prematurely. Chris Pratt finds himself stranded on the spaceship
with no one else awake and alone 90 years from his destination.
He is condemned to be alone until he dies because there is no
way to re-enter hibernation.

	


	

After a year of solitude, he can’t take it anymore and
wakes the beautiful Jennifer Lawrence removing her choice to
live in the utopian colony. Now the two of them are cut off from
the rest of the world. Pratt chooses Lawrence after studying all
the passengers’ videos and detailed biographies available in the
spaceship’s computer. He alone decides he’s in love with her and
wakes her. It would be as if a person today has the power to
study potential companions, chose one and force the person to
live alone with him in isolation from the rest of the world until

death do them part. What’s worse, is that he pretends that her pod
also opened due to a system malfunction. They fall in love.
Critics of the movie view this as an act of selfishness casting
Pratt as a villain. Others forgive Pratt’s indifference to her
feelings and plans for her future because, in the end, they fall in
love and she appears to be happy for the decision he made for
her.
	

Some critics view this as a horror story and not a
romance because Lawrence’s character’s choices were taken
from her. Those critics cannot accept the movie’s conclusion that
in the end love conquers all even the theft of choice, and selfdetermination. As for the filmmaking, Passengers consisted of
few long lingering contemplative shots unlike most other
survival films such as the Revenant, The Way Back, and The
Grey. Instead scenes cut rather quickly from one to the next
which served to make the lack of characters unnoticeable. As a
movie with only two main characters, and three with speaking
roles—excluding the robots—keeping the audience a safe
distance from boredom would seem difficult, and yet
“Passengers” achieves this due to its high volume of scene
changes with quick transitions. However, the only issue was that
Passengers continued to use a high volume of shorter scenes and
a lack of longer shots, even when longer scenes and with longer
shots were more necessary.
Overall, Passengers is an excellent film and I
recommend it for people who seek an adventure with beautiful
scenes, riveting story, and thought-provoking moral dilemmas.
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Fashion
New Year, New Color
Pantone 2017
By: Alexis Kalil
As the new year arrived, The Pantone Color Institute
introduced the 2017 color of the year. At Pantone, their job is to
help customers and companies match colors using an array of
strategies to provide a unique experience along with selling
products to graphic designers, fashion and interior designers,
and industrial designers. To represent 2017, the color Greenery
has been chosen.
Greenery is
known as
Pantone
15-0343 and can
be described as a
cooled lime
green with a bit
of tang. This
color is the basis
of what we are
surrounded on
Photo courtesy of Forbes.
Earth by
everyday--nature.
“There’s a growing
desire to reconnect with Nature and what is real, and find ways
to disconnect from technology. We need a break. We need to
stop and breathe,” Laurie Pressman, the Pantone Color
Institute’s vice president, told to FORBES. “(Greenery) is about
unity and community—connecting to oneself and others and a
higher purpose, Nature.”
From plants and grass to vegetables, we are surrounded by a
natural array of green everyday. Green has spun off to become
the modern color of the products we buy such as our drinks,
clothing, and has even gone far enough to be sold within
furniture and home decor. Thus, this year, it is time to stock up
on this fresh new shade in every item possible while it’s available.
Senior Dakota Nelson is a fan of the 2017 color.
“It is light and airy it reminds me of spring,” states Dakota.
Every time he sees this color, it reminds Dakota of Easter
time and objects such as an Easter basket. Since he is a big fan of

this color, he stated he would
“absolutely” wear this color all
the time.
Not only is this color very
pretty, it is also fun and can be
used in many different ways.
This color is great to make a
bold statement in a single item,
it can be paired easily with
prints outside of the black and
white market, it pairs well with
many other colors, and most
importantly, it looks great on or
Photo courtesy of Pinterest
with every skin tone.
Miss Sullivan one of the high
school art teachers likes the
Pantone color Greenery.
“I think green is a very versatile color, and it can be used for
many different things,” states Miss Sullivan.
Miss Sullivan will try to incorporate color for photo prompts
in which Greenery or any color of the year can come into play
in her photography class.
Overall, the color green can be associated with a mental
and physical state of health. Greenery represents breathing,
eating healthy, recycling, and or exercising and bringing about a
positive lifestyle with this bright yet relaxing color.
This color is the foundation of our everyday life and shows
an appreciation for the nature we are surrounded by. Greenery is
just as inspiring as nature is. This shade can make anyone want
to get out and make something out of themselves. Whether it be
doing something
outdoors such as
hiking, volunteering
for the community,
this color can bring
out the best in people
and help many
achieve their goals and
do their personal best
in life.
Photo courtesy of Gloriasmood.com
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Entertainment
The Last Millennial’s
Part 4 - The Last Chapter
By: Brooke Manderson
In this month’s edition of Spartan Expressions, we will be reminiscing yet again. But instead of focusing on one specific topic, I will
be talking about our childhoods as a whole. The point of this article is for us all to always be kids at heart and remember the joy we all
once had as our younger selves.
As we seniors embark on our next chapter, we must always remember the good times we had during our childhood. As life
progresses and each one of us moves on to “bigger and better things,” we must all remember where we came from and every moment
that we enjoyed as kids.
Today, there is so much focus on technology and social media that this generation has lost the awareness of what it’s like to go play
outside or ride bikes. I remember, personally, always wanting to be outside or playing with friends. However, this has changed as we
have gotten older. Now, the focus is on how many episodes of a Netflix series you can watch in one day or what celebrity is in a fight
with another. That is exactly why I am writing this article.
Yes, we are much older than our 6 and 7 year old selves, but that doesn’t mean we can forget how to take a step back and enjoy
what is around us. As many of us know, time can go by extremely quickly. You can go from learning math in 1st grade to applying to
colleges in what seems to be a blink of an eye. This is why we must always reflect back on our childhoods and how we were brought up
10 or more years ago.
Even though most of us will be leaving home, going to college, or to start a new adventure, this is the perfect time to look back on
all the great moments we have had together. From the first day of school, to 6th grade graduation, to starting high school and now
graduating, we, the Class of 2017, have been through almost everything together.
Our school years together have been somewhat challenging but we have all reached our goals and dreams. So many of our
classmates will be moving on to do such great things. Connor Nelson will be playing D1 Lacrosse at Syracuse University, Katie Farkouh
will be attending Harvard University, Allie Puccio will be playing collegiate volleyball at Babson College and there are so many others.
Surely, so many of us have reached our ultimate hopes and dreams. But that doesn’t mean we can forget about the simple things we
used to enjoy, or the tender moments we all shared at younger ages.
So as we all embark on our different journeys in our lives, we are all connected. The moments and memories we shared will never
be forgotten and those will be the things that bring us together as the years pass and we all grow up. The Class of 2017’s time might be
ending in New Hartford but our time together will never be forgotten.

“Growing old is mandatory, but
growing up is optional.”
~ Walt Disney
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Puzzle Page

Welcome to The January Puzzle Page

By
Jon-Robert Corasanti

Barricades Used:
5	
 Total

Barricades Used:
5	
 Total

Tally:_________

Tally:_________

The 2 Person

Mental Triathlon Race

Rules: Two players will face off in a mental triathlon
race. First, each player will take a coin. Player one will
place their coin on the oval tile, and player two will
place their coin on the triangular tile. The objective of
the first challenge is to reach to opposing player’s tile.
Flip a coin to see who moves fist. Each turn, a player
can either move one space in the vertical or horizontal
direction, or use a writing utensil to draw a barricade
by connecting any two dots that are one line segment
away. Both players will be unable to cross this
barricade, and each player has 5 barricades to use...

... Notice: barricades are prohibited from enclosing
anything. Also, two players cannot occupy one space
at the same time. Finally, the player that reaches the
opposing tile wins the first challenge and is therefore
allowed to bypass the second challenge (the maze) and
begin immediately with the third challenge (the word
search). The player who lost the first challenge must
complete the maze before beginning the word search.
The word search contains the missing words in the
final mystery quote. The first player to completely
figure out the quote is the official winner, and they get
to keep both coins. Have fun!

________
is
D____
the S _ _ _
T____
O___
and
O _ _ _ A _ _ _ _,
but
E________
D________
R _ _ _ _ _ _.
-Quote from Albert Einstein
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